
Bible Greek VPOD – Intermediate Greek 
Lesson 10 

 
The things of the world (2:15-17) 

 

 

 

1 John 2:15-17 
 
 

Do not love the world nor the things in 

the world. If anyone loves the world, the 

love of the Father is not in him. 16 

Because all that [is] in the world, the lust 

of the flesh, and the lust of the eyes, and 

the pride of life, is not from the Father 

but it is from the world. 17 And the 

world is passing away, and the lust of 

him; but he that does the will of God 

remains into eternity. 

 

 

Mh ajgapa'te ton kosmon mhde ta ejn tw/' 
kosmw/. ejan tiß ajgapa/' ton kosmon, oujk  
e[stin hJ ajgaph tou' patroß ejn aujtw/'. 16 
o&ti pa'n to ejn tw/' kosmw/, hJ ejpiqumia th'ß 
sarkoß kai hJ ejpiqumai tw/'n ojfqalmw'n 
kai hJ ajlazoneia tou' biou, oujk e[stin ejk 
tou' patroß ajll’ ejk tou' kosmou ejstin. 
17 Kai oJ kosmoß paragetai kai hJ 
ejpiqumai aujtou', oJ de poiw'n to qelhma 
tou' qeou' menei eijß ton  aiw'na.          
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Introduction 
The apostle John reemphasizes the holy aspect of the child of God’s personal walk with God. 

This time pointing out what it means to be set apart from the world and set apart to God. The 

command to not love the world is directed toward all believers and is an application of the love 

principle of God. One cannot love the world and love God at the same time. The believer has 

been predestined, called, and justified by God, and as such, it is proper that He predestined us to 

be conformed to the image of His Son not to the world (Rom. 8:28-30; 12:2).  

We are to be in the world but not of the world. There have been some throughout Church 

history who have separated themselves from the world in ascetic lifestyles, shutoff from the 

world in monasteries. The ascetic life is not what God has designed. In their effort to separate 

themselves from the world and all the things of the world they have taken away the physical, but 

it is a spiritual separation that God has in mind. If you take away the physical, there is still the 

inner man, the pride of life that serves to drive man in his sin. Asceticism encourages a double 

standard with the idea of a spiritual elite set above others, not set apart from the world. They 

abstain from certain things considered acceptable to God, and add extra requirements upon 

themselves and others within their group. They become legalistic and elite, boasting in 

themselves. You have no doubt heard it before, “I prayed all night!” or, “I prayed a great 

prayer!” (cf. John 5:44).  

Conversely, John clearly warns here against practicing fleshly (worldly) acts. There were 

some apparently in the Church that accepted the idea that they could practice what the Bible 

would consider sinful acts, but the Greek culture and its inherent Gnosticism perverted the 

distinction of good and evil. Some in the Church holding to the Gnostic belief considered 

themselves to have reached such an advanced stage in spiritual experience (or maturity) that they 

were ‘beyond good and evil’. They maintained that they had no sin, not in the sense that they had 

attained moral perfection but in the sense that what might be sin for people at a less mature stage 

of inner development was no longer sin for the completely “spiritual” man.     

 John gives us an application of the love principle here. The Temple in the Old Testament 

was the dwelling place of God. It was holy, and those entering were required to perform a 

purification rite in order to be in the presence of God. The common cannot enter into the 

presence of God without a covering, a separation between the profane and the holy. In the New 

Covenant, the Holy Spirit indwells the believer, and since the Holy Spirit is God, we have 

become the temple of God and the same principle applies. Worldly ways cannot coexist with the 

presence of the Holy Spirit so the command to love God not the world. The rhetorical question 

might be raised, how can a Christian give up fellowship with God and go back to fellowship with 

the world?  

 

What I love, to that my soul clings. What I love is what I live, what I delight in, 

and this becomes part of my unconscious life, of my meditation, my dreaming. 

What I love becomes more and more part of my very self. He who loves the world 

becomes worldly, a man filled with the world.
1
        

                                                
1 Lenski, p. 427 
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This quote reminds me of what my father would tell me when I was growing up. His simple wise 

saying was, “what you think upon grows.” What you spend your time on will define who you are 

and your knowledge of whatever it is that consumes you will increase. You will become more 

experienced, learn more about, and be defined by what you spend time on.     

 

 

 

The Command – Do not love the things of the world (2:15) 
 

2:15.  Mh ajgapa'te ton kosmon mhde ta ejn tw/' kosmw/Mh ajgapa'te ton kosmon mhde ta ejn tw/' kosmw/Mh ajgapa'te ton kosmon mhde ta ejn tw/' kosmw/Mh ajgapa'te ton kosmon mhde ta ejn tw/' kosmw/.  (Do not love the world nor the things in 

the world). The command is given in the negative mh (me) neg. part., “not,” and is translated in 

the normal emphatic fashion in the English as “do not love.” The subject includes all of them as 

the plural imperative of agapaw (agapao) Pres. Act. Impv. 2pl., “(you all) love” is used. They 

are not to love the world, what in the Greek is called the kosmov (kosmos) a.m.sg., with def. 

art., “the world,” “the ornament,” “the decoration,” “the circle of the earth.” The word refers 

primarily to order in the sense of “an arrangement.” The Greeks used the word to describe the 

universe and the observable order thereof, that is to say, of the universe as the earth and all the 

other planets making up the universe and its everlasting constitution, but they also used the word 

to describe the philosophical sum total of everything here and now. The word is used in the sense 

of a grouping, a metonymy
2
, as in the human race or a specific race and all that makes up their 

life and culture. The grouping may be (1) by kind, e.g., human verses animal, or earthly verses 

heavenly; (2) by race, e.g., Jew verses Gentile; or (3) by quality, e.g., good versus evil. The word 

is commonly used in the metaphorical sense of earth and all the things that make up the affairs of 

the earth; the desires, the pleasure, the good and the bad that make up the activities of men that 

are alienated from God. It is in this sense that John makes a clarification here, “nor the things of 

the world,” and the reference to the carnal characteristics that make up the world (v. 16).    

The particle mhde (mede) part., “and not,” or “but not,” is combined with the plural 

definite article o (ho) a.n.pl., “the things” that are positionally en (en) prep., “in,” the kosmov 

(kosmos) d.m.sg., with def. art., “world.” It is made clear by use of the definite article which 

stands all by itself, that the previous reference (note the accusative points out the direct object 

which is plural here, but is a singular accusative “the world” previously) that the word world is 

used in the sense of “the earth and all the things that make up the affairs of the world; the desires, 

the pleasure, the good and the bad that make up the activities of men that are alienated from God, 

and in opposition to God.”   That world that was created by God and called “good” has been 

separated from God at the fall (Gen. 3). Its corruption described by the apostle Paul in Romans 

8:18-22 and seen in the phrase “creation itself will be delivered from the bondage of corruption.” 

The Greek φθειρω (phtheiro) means “to corrupt,” or “to destroy.”  The result of the fall is 

catastrophic for the world. At its core is a corruption that has affected everything on the earth, 

and its ruler is Satan (cf. Matt. 12:25-26; 1 John 5:19; Rev. 12:9) whose deceptive influence 

serves to heap up destruction in his path. John is moving to the point where he will say the world 

lies in the grip of the evil one (1 John 5:19). This grip Satan has upon the earth can be 

summarized by the statement the Lord gives to Cain, 

                                                
2 A metonymy is one word used to describe the sum total of that which it is associated .  For example, the animal 

world, the world of the Jews, Rome = the sum total of all things Roman Catholic & etc.  
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So the LORD said to Cain, "Why are you angry? And why has your countenance 

fallen? 7  If you do well, will you not be accepted? And if you do not do well, sin 

lies at the door. And its desire is for you, but you should rule over it." (Gen. 4:6-7) 

 

So we find Peter uses this imagery in 1 Peter when he says that Satan prowls the earth like a 

roaring lion seeking someone to devour (1 Peter 5:8). This is sin personified! 

 

 

Activities of Satan 

Offers a counterfeit kingdom and program Gen. 3:15; Luke 4:5-7 

Promotes a form of godliness while denying its power 2 Tim. 3:5 

Disguises his servants as servants of righteousness 2 Cor. 11:15 

Promotes a system of false asceticism or unbridled 

license 

1 Tim. 4:1-3; Rev. 2:24 

Deceives the nations Rev. 20:3 

Uses governments to hinder the progress of the Gospel 1 Thes. 2:18 

Uses demons to carry out his deception Dan. 10:13, 20 

Durning the Great Tribulation, Satan will give 

Antichrist his power and the world will give allegiance 

to him 

Rev. 13:2-4 

He binds the minds of unbelievers so that they will not 

accept the Gospel 

2 Cor. 4:4; Luke 8:12 

He tempts believers to conform to this world 1 Thes. 3:5 

He tempts believers to cover up selfishness with lies Acts 5:1-11 

He tempts believers to sin 1 Cor. 7:5 

He accuses and opposes believers in various areas of 

their lives 

Matt. 13:38-39; Mark 4:15; 1 

Thes. 2:18; Rev. 2:10 

He accuses us before God when we sin  Rev. 12:10 

He opposes believers by bringing pressure that he may 

not be able to bear 

1 Cor. 5 

 

 

 

ejan tiß ajgapa/' ton kosmon, oujk  e[stin hJ ajgaph tou' patroß ejn aujtw/'ejan tiß ajgapa/' ton kosmon, oujk  e[stin hJ ajgaph tou' patroß ejn aujtw/'ejan tiß ajgapa/' ton kosmon, oujk  e[stin hJ ajgaph tou' patroß ejn aujtw/'ejan tiß ajgapa/' ton kosmon, oujk  e[stin hJ ajgaph tou' patroß ejn aujtw/'. (if any one loves the world, 

the love of the Father is not in him). The world system is so offensive to God that He will 

destroy it some day (2 Pet. 3:10). The completion of this world will come to its end at end of the 

Millennial Kingdom when Satan is thrown into the lake of fire and then the purifying of the earth 

will complete its renewal and it will become an everlasting place of holiness (Rev. 20 & 21).  

John introduces us to the principle of the holiness of God by use of the conditional 

conjunction ean (ean) “if,” or “in case,” anyone (tiv pron., n.m.sg., “a certain one,” “some”) 

might love the world, then the love of the Father is not in him. There is a separateness associated 

with things loved. If you are loved of God you are set apart to God, separated from the world and 

placed in a special relationship with Him that must not be defiled by the profane, to be corrupt by 

the world system.  
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The subjunctive of  agapaw (agapao) Pres. Act. Subj. 3sg., “to love” is a third class 

condition, the condition expresses probable future fulfillment based on the condition. The 

meaning is, if you keep on loving the world, then the Father’s love is not possessed within you. 

This might be viewed as a condition of reflection. If the child of God is in the word of God, then 

he or she will reflect the word, and hence, do the will of God through love and deed; however, if 

the child of God desires the things of the world, then the child will reflect the things of the world. 

That is the principle of reflection, whatever enters a man will be reflected back to some extent.  

The love here is specifically related to the subject of the phrase, the kosmov (kosmos) 

n.m.sg., with def. art., “ the world.” Love is used as both the verb and the noun bringing out the 

importance of the subject in action and deed. In striking contrast to the action of the individual 

who, with the present verb “continues loving the world,” the negative ou (ou) is placed with the 

“to be” verb eimi (eimi) Pres. Ind. 3sg., and the noun  agaph (agape) n.f.sg., with def. art., “the 

love.” This person does not possess a controlling presence of the One that created the world. God 

sent His Son, Immanuel, God in the flesh, into the world so that the love of the Father might be 

in those He has set apart. The love of the Father involves a love for the world that is properly 

His. He is actively working in the world, but is not of the world. He brings salvation to those 

who are lost in the world. This is brought to light by Jesus when He says,  

 

“For God so loved the world that He gave His only begotten Son, that whosoever 

believes in him should not perish but have everlasting life. For God did not send 

His Son into the world to condemn the world, but that the world through Him 

might be saved.” (John 3:16-17)    

 

                           

Things in the world defined (2:16) 
 

2:16.  oooo&ti pa'n to ejn tw/' kosmw/, hJ ejpiqumia th'ß sarkoß&ti pa'n to ejn tw/' kosmw/, hJ ejpiqumia th'ß sarkoß&ti pa'n to ejn tw/' kosmw/, hJ ejpiqumia th'ß sarkoß&ti pa'n to ejn tw/' kosmw/, hJ ejpiqumia th'ß sarkoß (Because all that [is] in the world, the 

lust of the flesh). The apostle John now describes the world and its characteristics as verse 16 

starts with a result clause, oti (hoti) conj., “because,” or “since.” The reason the love of the 

world is hated so much by God is because all that is in the world is not of the Father, an idiom 

for not possessed of God, or one could say, is rejected of God.  

John summarizes the problem of the world in a threefold literally gem. First, the adjective 

is the neuter singular of pav (pas) adj.a.n.sg., meaning “every individual thing” found in the 

worldly realm is not found in God’s realm; namely, the  epiyumia (epithumai) n.f.sg., with def. 

art., “desire,” “the craving,” or “the lust,”  (a compound of epi “upon, over,” and yumov  

“passion, heat, angry,”) of the flesh is identified. The word for flesh in the Greek is sarx (sarx) 

and has the meaning in the physical sense “the soft substance of the living body,” or “the body” 

in general, but is also used metaphorically of “natural attainments of men apart from divine 

influence, prone to sin, and opposed to God.” In the New Testament, the word is contrasted with 

the spirit, the “animal nature,” the seat of sin in man. It suggests the depravity of man, the 

baseness of man, the craving that incite one to sin, so the expression “fleshly mind” is used (Col. 

2:18).                                      

 

kai hJ ejpiqumai tw/'n ojfqalmw'nkai hJ ejpiqumai tw/'n ojfqalmw'nkai hJ ejpiqumai tw/'n ojfqalmw'nkai hJ ejpiqumai tw/'n ojfqalmw'n (and the lust of the eyes).  The second characteristic of the world 

is expressed using the same word for desire as above, epiyumia (epithumai) n.f.sg., with def. art., 

“the desire,” “the craving,” or “the lust.” The word is not a verb, but a noun with the definite 
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article as if what is described is personified. A believer should not let the desire of the flesh rule 

over them, but instead since there is a new relationship with God and you have been bought out 

of the slave market of sin, one should rule over that evil desire.  

Here, sin is related to those things that appeal to the eye, the oftalmov (ophthalmas) 

g.m.pl., with def. art., “the eye,” we get the English word optics from this word. As usual the 

word has the normal physical meaning of the eye, but is used in the metaphorical sense of the 

“eyes of the mind,” and expresses an ethical quality by its context. In this sense, the physical 

organ that is common to everyone can be used for good or evil. It can be used for desiring the 

things of the world, and the power of the world that causes one to move away from the things of 

God and to the profane. The things of the world are attractive to the eye, desirable, even 

irresistible to the unprotected and the lust of the eyes move in man to covetousness and 

materialism.                   

 

 kai hJ ajlazoneia tou'kai hJ ajlazoneia tou'kai hJ ajlazoneia tou'kai hJ ajlazoneia tou'    biou, oujk e[stin ejk tou' patroß ajllbiou, oujk e[stin ejk tou' patroß ajllbiou, oujk e[stin ejk tou' patroß ajllbiou, oujk e[stin ejk tou' patroß ajll’    ejk tou' kosmou ejstinejk tou' kosmou ejstinejk tou' kosmou ejstinejk tou' kosmou ejstin. (and the pride of 

life is not from the Father but it is from the world). John completes his three part literary 

description of what captivates the will of man by pointing out the highest point last – the pride of 

life. Ultimately, the alazoneia (alazoneia) n.f.sg., with def art., “the boasting,” “the pride,” of  

biov (bios) g.m.sg., with def. art., “of the life,” comes down to exalting self over all. The word 

for pride is only used two times in the New Testament. In one instance the meaning is “an 

insolent and empty assurance that trusts in its own power and resources and shamefully despises 

and moreover violates divine laws.” In another instance the meaning is “an impious and empty 

presumption that trusts in the stability of earthly things.”
3
   

Notice the word for life used here is not the common word for life, zwh “life in the 

absolute sense as God has it,” but the word is biov which means “life in the here and now, a 

manner of life, or life in regard to its moral conduct, and the means of life, livelihood, 

maintenance, and living.”
4
   What has been called the pretension of human life, that which is a 

proud way of life. It is important to add that these things have no place in the presence of God. 

The negative particle  ou (ou) neg. part., “not,” points out the non-existence of these things with 

God the Father, since they are not ek (ek) prep., “from,” “out of,” Him. The preposition being a 

single case preposition in the ablative, meaning, “source,” or “origin.” As such it is clear that 

these things do not originate from God, but rather they originate from the kosmov (kosmos) 

g.m.sg., with def. art., “world.”                         

 

 

The world is passing away (2:17) 
 

2:17.   Kai oJ kosmoß parageKai oJ kosmoß parageKai oJ kosmoß parageKai oJ kosmoß paragetai kai hJ ejpiqumai aujtou'tai kai hJ ejpiqumai aujtou'tai kai hJ ejpiqumai aujtou'tai kai hJ ejpiqumai aujtou', (And the world is passing away and the 

lust of him). Indeed, John adds, the world (kosmov) is continuing to pass away. The present 

tense speaks of the continuing activity of this corrupt world’s passing. The passive voice speaks 

of the action as actively passing away by an external agent. The word comes from the verb 

paragw (parago) Pres. Pas. Ind. 3sg., “to pass by,” “pass away,” and is derived from the 

compound of para (para) “from,” “by,” and agw (ago) “to lead,” “take with one,” and 

expresses the idea that it is being led away.   

                                                
3 Online Bible Greek Lexicon, Online Bible Version 4.05 
4 Vines, p. 677 
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The conjunction kai with the definite article serves to stress the relationship between the 

world and the lust that is the engine that drives sin within it. Lust is again used as a noun, 

epiyumia (epithumia) n.f.sg, with def. art., “the desire,” or “the lust.” Both the world and lust are 

identified as the subjects of the phrase and partake in that which is passing away.  

Finally, the use of the personal pronoun autov (autos) pers. pron. 3g.m.sg., “him” points 

back to the previous reference and most translate “it.“  The sense is that the world is passing and 

when it finally goes, so does the lust. The world, whether you take it as the physical world or 

both the physical and spiritual world, as is made clear by this construction, the world and all that 

is in it, both are passing away now and continues to pass, but will eventually completely pass, 

and the lust thereof with it. God has a plan, He is the author of history and He will make all 

things new.                        

 

oJ de poiw'n to qelhma tou' qeou' menei eijß ton  aiw'naoJ de poiw'n to qelhma tou' qeou' menei eijß ton  aiw'naoJ de poiw'n to qelhma tou' qeou' menei eijß ton  aiw'naoJ de poiw'n to qelhma tou' qeou' menei eijß ton  aiw'na. (but he that does the will of God remains 

into eternity).  In contrast to the ethical behavior of the world are those who do the will of God. 

Those who are of God and actively do the will of God are described as remaining with God 

forever. That is the distinction between those who are perishing, those separated from God, and 

those who are possessed of God and will remain with God. 

The participle is in the present tense of poiew (poieo) Pres. Act. Part. n.m.sg., with def. 

art., “to make,” “do,” and is translated, “the one that does,” or “he that continues to do,” and is 

actively doing the yelhma (thelema) a.n.sg., with def. art., “what one wishes,” “the will,” “the 

choice,” or “the desire,” of God. The question might be asked, how does one know the will of 

God? The answer is given by John as, do His commands (1 John 2:3) and the first command is to 

love your God with all your heart, to be separated unto God, to be holy for He is holy. Separate 

yourselves from the world and the desires of the world and separate yourselves to God and desire 

to please Him and you menw (meno) Pres. Act. Ind. 3sg., “remain,” or “abide,”  with Him in an 

active relationship, and an active fellowship into the aiwn (aion) a.m.sg., with def. art., 

“eternity,” “forever,” or “age” to come.  

The word for eternity means “an unbroken age,” “a perpetuity of time,” “an age,” and just 

as there is a distinct separation between those in the world and those separated from the world 

there is here presented an everlasting separation. The everlasting state of eternity awaits all - 

those of the world await eternal punishment, whereas, the children of God await eternal life with 

God. Those awaiting eternal punishment await darkness and the wrath of God forever; those who 

have eternal life are said to abide in His light, His goodness and presence. This world, and all the 

pain experienced in this world, is passing and the age to come will experience a distinct 

separation where sin and its effects will be separated from God and will no longer mingle in a 

world where God is. His presence will demand a sinless abode and all that is in it. We will join 

Him there because Jesus bore the sins of the world.                        
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Detailed Analysis 
 

 

2:15 – mh agapate ton kosmon mhde ta en tw kosmw (Do no love the world nor the 

things in the world) : mh (me) neg. part., not, not; agapaw (agapao) Pres. Act. Impv., 2pl., love: 

love; kosmov (kosmos) a.m.sg., with def. art., world; mhde (mede) part., and not, but not, nor, 

from the compound of mh (me) no, and de (de) but, moreover, and; o (ho) dem.pron.? a.n.pl., 

this; en (en) prep., in, by, with; kosmov (kosmos) d.m.sg., with def. art., world.                              

 

 ean tiv agapa ton kosmon ouk estin h agaph tou patrov en autw (if any one loves the 

world, the love of the Father is not in him) : ean (ean) conj., if, in case; tiv  (tis) pron., n.m.sg., a 

certain one, some; agapaw (agapao) Pres. Act. Subj. 3sg., to love; he/she/it might love;  

kosmov (kosmos) n.m.sg., with def. art., world; ou (ou) neg. part.,not; eimi (eimi) Pres. Ind. 

3sg., to be, exist: he/she/it is; agaph (agape) n.f.sg., with def. art., love; pathr (pater) g.m.sg., 

with def. art., father; en (en) prep., in, by, with; autov (autos) pers. pron. 3d.m.sg., him.                         

 

 

2:16 – oti pan to en tw kosmw h epiyumia thv sarkov (Because all that [is] in the world, 

the lust of the flesh) : oti (hoti) conj., that, because, since; pav (pas) adj.a.n.sg., all, every; en 

(en) prep., in, by, with; kosmov (kosmos) d.m.sg., with def. art., world; epiyumia (epithumai) 

n.f.sg., with def. art., desire, craving, lust, from the compound of epi  (epi) upon, over, and 

yumov (thumos) passion, heat, angry; sarx (sarx) g.f.sg., with def. art., flesh, the body.                                   

 

kai h epiyumia twn ofyalmwn (and the lust of the eyes) : kai  (kai) conj., and, even, indeed, 

also; epiyumia (epithumai) n.f.sg., with def. art., desire, craving, lust, from the compound of epi  
(epi) upon, over, and yumov (thumos) passion, heat, angry; oftalmov (ophthalmas) g.m.pl., 

with def. art., the eye.                 

 

 kai h alazoneia tou biou ouk estin ek tou patrov all ek tou kosmou estin (and the 

pride of life is not from the Father, but it is from the world) :  kai (kai) conj., and, even, indeed; 

alazoneia (alazoneia) n.f.sg., with def art., empty, braggart talk, an empty assurance, boasting, 

pride; biov (bios) g.m.sg., with def. art., life; ou (ou) neg. part., not; eimi (eimi) Pres. Ind. 3sg., to 

be, exist: he/she/it is; ek (ek) prep., from, out of; pathr (pater) g.m.sg., with def. art., father; 

alla (alla) conj., but, yea, yet; ek (ek) prep., from, out of; kosmov (kosmos) g.m.sg., with def. 

art., world; eimi (eimi) Pres. Ind. 3sg., to be, exist: he/she/it is.                       

 

 

 2:17 –  kai o kosmov paragetai kai h epiyumia autou  (And the world is passing away 

and the lust of him) : kai (kai) conj., and, even, indeed; kosmov (kosmos) n.m.sg., with def. art., 

world; paragw (parago) Pres. Pas. Ind. 3sg., to pass by, pass away, from the compound of 

para (para) from, by, and  agw  (ago) to lead, take with one, bring: he/she/it is passes away; 

kai (kai) conj., and, even, indeed; epiyumia (epithumia) n.f.sg, with def. art., desire, lust; autov 

(autos) pers. pron. 3g.m.sg., him;                       
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o de poiwn to yelhma tou yeou menei eiv ton aiwna  (but he that does the will of God 

remains into eternity) : de (de) conj., but, moreover, and; poiew (poieo) Pres. Act. Part. n.m.sg., 

with def. art., to make, do: he that does; yelhma (thelema) a.n.sg., with def. art., what one 

wishes, will, choice, inclination, desire; yeov (theos) g.m.sg., with def. art., god, God; menw 

(meno) Pres. Act. Ind. 3sg., to remain, abide, dwell: he/she/it remains; eiv (eis) prep., into, to, 

towards; aiwn (aion) a.m.sg., with def. art., forever, an unbroken age, perpetuity of time, 

eternity, world, universe, age.                      

  

 

 

 

 


